
 

Reading/ spelling Writing Maths Health & wellbeing Other areas 

Look over the list of common words 
and write them out 3 times. Complete 
a spelling menu active task for the 
words. 
Remember to use ‘Look, Cover, Write, 
Check’. http://www.toytheater.com/ 
reading.php 
 

Imaginative writing- Use the 
‘Scary’ organiser to plan, write 
and assess your own story. Use 
the checklists to guide your 
ideas and use the word lists to 
up-level your writing. 

Esti-Mystery 
 
Complete the Esti-Mystery.  
Check your answer.  
Did you get it right? 

 

Participate in the most recent RL 
Online Olympics challenge- this 
may not be posted until late 
Monday/early Tuesday this 
week! Please use the cognito 
link to record your score. Feel 
free to share this on Twitter 
@kirklandneukps 
@RLSportServices 

#RLOnlineOlympics 

MINDFULNESS 

 

Complete the ‘things to look forward 
to’ Jar craft on seesaw. 

 

Read the next chapter of your book. 
Create a comic strip of what you think 
will happen next. Think about what a 
comic strip must have (speech bubbles, 
colourful, captions etc.) Use the 
template provided.  

Story Starters Cards: 

Use one of the story starters to 
begin a story. Try and write at 
least a page and a half of a 
story using this story starter. 

Timetable 
Create a timetable for your ideal day 
at school. You would be there from 
9am until 3pm. What activities 
would you be doing? 

Remember to fill the day and use 
any method of time to record this 
e.g. 9am-10.30am or 9 O’clock until 
half past 10 or) 9:00-10:30. 

Virtual Sports Day 
 
You have a week to participate 
in our Virtual Sports Day events.  
 

If you can, please drum up some 
support for your house team, 
participate in the warm up and 
cool down events, do some or all 
of the indoor/outdoor events, 
encourage any family members 
to get involved and share your 
banners and pictures with us on 
Seesaw and Twitter. The main 
aim is for you to have fun, 
enjoying the activities and 
creating a sea of colour across 
Renfrew! Make sure you tune in 
to our launch video from our 
special guest and Olympic 
athlete Eilidh Doyle.  

MUSIC 

Create and record a ‘sound story’ for 
one of the pictures on seesaw. Use 

different sounds and ‘instruments’ to 
make sounds that you think 

represent the picture (e.g. clanging 
pots and pans for thunder) 

Create a new character for your 
favourite book. It can be a character 
that changes the story completely or 
one that just fits into the story. Draw 
your character and annotate around 
them with descriptions of the 
character.   

Handwriting: 

Use the handwriting sheets on 
seesaw to practise your cursive 
writing. Make sure you join your 
letters and don’t lift your pencil 
off the paper when you’re 
writing a word!  

Mental Maths activities 

 
Test yourself on key facts: 
All times tables.  
 
Can you link these with division? 
 
If you use the same 3 numbers you 
can make 4 sums (are there any that 
you can’t do this for?) e.g. 6 x 9 = 54 
so 9 x 6 = 54 and 54 / 9 = 6 and 54 / 
6 = 9 

(/means divide) 

FRENCH 
Work on your French vocabulary for 

weather, colours, numbers, food etc. 
Log onto - 

www.linguascope.com 

Log in – kpspupil1  

Password – kirkland01  
Reading for enjoyment. Select a text of 
your choice to read. This could be a 
newspaper/magazine/book/recipe/ 
Letter/article/comic book/ audio book 
etc. Share something you enjoyed 
about this text with a family member. 

Diary- 

Continue to keep a diary during 
the time you are off, try and 
write down a small reflection 
after every day. What did you 
do? How did you feel? What did 
you hear on the News? 

ICT 
Go on https://code.org/learn to 

practise your coding skills. Try out 
some of the tutorials and featured 
videos on the homepage. There are 

even Minecraft themed coding 
games! 



 

 

Reading/ spelling Writing Maths Health & wellbeing Other areas 

Look over the list of tricky words and 
write them out 3 times. Complete a 
spelling menu active task for the words. 
Remember to use ‘Look, Cover, Write, 
Check’. http://www.toytheater.com/ 
reading.php 
 

Imaginative writing- Use the 
‘Scary’ organiser to plan, write 
and assess your own story. Use 
the checklists to guide your 
ideas and use the word lists to 
up-level your writing. 

Esti-Mystery 
 
Complete the Esti-Mystery.  
Check your answer.  
Did you get it right? 
 
Can you make one of your own for 
someone else to do? 

 

Participate in the most recent 
RL Online Olympics challenge- 
this may not be posted until late 
Monday/early Tuesday this 
week! Please use the cognito 
link to record your score. Feel 
free to share this on Twitter 
@kirklandneukps 
@RLSportServices 
#RLOnlineOlympics 

MINDFULNESS 

 

Complete the ‘things to look forward 
to’ Jar craft on seesaw. 

 

Read the next 2 chapters of your book. 
Create a comic strip of what you think 
will happen next. Think about what a 
comic strip must have (speech bubbles, 
colourful, captions etc.) Use the 
template provided.  

Story Starters Cards: 

Use one of the story starters to 
begin a story. Try and write at 
least 2 pages of a story using 
this story starter. 

Timetable 
Create a timetable for your ideal 
day at school. You would be there 
from 9am until 3pm. What activities 
would you be doing? 
Remember to fill the day and use 
any method of time to record this 
e.g. 9am-10.30am or 9 O’clock until 
half past 10 or) 9:00-10:30. 
 

Virtual Sports Day 
 
You have a week to participate 
in our Virtual Sports Day events.  
 
If you can, please drum up some 
support for your house team, 
participate in the warm up and 
cool down events, do some or 
all of the indoor/outdoor 
events, encourage any family 
members to get involved and 
share your banners and pictures 
with us on Seesaw and Twitter. 
The main aim is for you to have 
fun, enjoying the activities and 
creating a sea of colour across 
Renfrew! Make sure you tune in 
to our launch video from our 
special guest and Olympic 
athlete Eilidh Doyle.  

MUSIC 

Create and record a ‘sound story’ for 
one of the pictures on seesaw. Use 
different sounds and ‘instruments’ to 
make sounds that you think 
represent the picture (e.g. clanging 
pots and pans for thunder) 

Create a new character for your 
favourite book. It can be a character 
that changes the story completely or one 
that just fits into the story. Draw your 
character and create a fact file for them. 
This can include bullet point facts about 
them.   

Handwriting: 

Use the handwriting sheets on 
seesaw to practise your cursive 
writing. Make sure you join 
your letters and don’t lift your 
pencil off the paper when 
you’re writing a word! 

Mental Maths activities 

 
Test yourself on key facts: 
All times tables.  
 
Can you link these with division? 
 
If you use the same 3 numbers you 
can make 4 sums (are there any 
that you can’t do this for?) e.g. 6 x 9 
= 54 so 9 x 6 = 54 and 54 / 9 = 6 and 
54 / 6 = 9 
(/means divide) 

FRENCH 
Work on your French vocabulary for 

weather, colours, numbers, food etc. 
Log onto - 

www.linguascope.com 

Log in – kpspupil1  

Password – kirkland01  
Reading for enjoyment. Select a text of 
your choice to read. This could be a 
newspaper/magazine/book/recipe/ 
Letter/article/comic book/ audio book 
etc. Share something you enjoyed about 
this text with a family member. 

Diary- 

Continue to keep a diary during 
the time you are off, try and 
write down a small reflection 
after every day. What did you 
do? How did you feel? What did 
you hear on the News? 

ICT 
Go on https://code.org/learn to 
practise your coding skills. Try out 
some of the tutorials and featured 
videos on the homepage. There are 
even Minecraft themed coding 
games! 



Reading/ spelling Writing Maths Health & wellbeing Other areas 

Look over the list of commonly 
misspelled words and write them 
out 3 times. Complete a spelling 
menu active task for the words. 
Remember to use ‘Look, Cover, 
Write, Check’. 
http://www.toytheater.com/ 
reading.php 
 

Imaginative writing- Use the 
‘Scary’ organiser to plan, write 
and assess your own story. 
Use the checklists to guide 
your ideas and use the word 
lists to up-level your writing. 

Esti-Mystery 
 
Complete the Esti-Mystery.  
Check your answer.  
Did you get it right? 
 
Can you make one of your own for 
someone else to do? 

 

Participate in the most recent RL 
Online Olympics challenge- this 
may not be posted until late 
Monday/early Tuesday this 
week! Please use the cognito 
link to record your score. Feel 
free to share this on Twitter 
@kirklandneukps 
@RLSportServices 
#RLOnlineOlympics 

MINDFULNESS 

 

Complete the ‘things to look 
forward to’ Jar craft on seesaw. 

 

Read the next 3 chapters of your 
book. Create a comic strip of what 
you think will happen next. Think 
about what a comic strip must 
have (speech bubbles, colourful, 
captions etc.) Use the template 
provided.  

Story Starters Cards: 

Use one of the story starters 
to begin a story. Try and write 
at least 2 and a half pages of 
a story using this story starter. 

Timetable 
Create a timetable for your ideal day 
at school. You would be there from 
9am until 3pm. What activities would 
you be doing? 
Remember to fill the day and use any 
method of time to record this e.g. 
9am-10.30am or 9 O’clock until half 
past 10 or) 9:00-10:30. 
 

Virtual Sports Day 
 
You have a week to participate 
in our Virtual Sports Day events.  
 
If you can, please drum up some 
support for your house team, 
participate in the warm up and 
cool down events, do some or 
all of the indoor/outdoor events, 
encourage any family members 
to get involved and share your 
banners and pictures with us on 
Seesaw and Twitter. The main 
aim is for you to have fun, 
enjoying the activities and 
creating a sea of colour across 
Renfrew! Make sure you tune in 
to our launch video from our 
special guest and Olympic 
athlete Eilidh Doyle.  

MUSIC 

Create and record a ‘sound story’ 
for one of the pictures on seesaw. 
Use different sounds and 
‘instruments’ to make sounds that 
you think represent the picture (e.g. 
clanging pots and pans for thunder) 

Create a new character for your 
favourite book. It can be a 
character that changes the story 
completely or one that just fits into 
the story. Draw your character and 
write a paragraph description of 
the character below. Can you 
explain how they fit into the story?  

Handwriting: 

Use the handwriting sheets on 
seesaw to practise your 
cursive writing. Make sure you 
join your letters and don’t lift 
your pencil off the paper when 
you’re writing a word! 

Mental Maths activities 

 
Test yourself on key facts: 
All times tables.  
 
Can you link these with division? 
 
If you use the same 3 numbers you can 
make 4 sums (are there any that you 
can’t do this for?) e.g. 6 x 9 = 54 so 9 x 
6 = 54 and 54 / 9 = 6 and 54 / 6 = 9 
(/means divide) 
 

FRENCH 
Work on your French vocabulary for 

weather, colours, numbers, food etc. 
Log onto - 

www.linguascope.com 

Log in – kpspupil1  

Password – kirkland01  
Reading for enjoyment. Select a 
text of your choice to read. This 
could be a 
newspaper/magazine/book/recipe/ 
Letter/article/comic book etc. 
Share something you enjoyed 
about this text with a family 
member. 

Diary- 

Continue to keep a diary 
during the time you are off, 
try and write down a small 
reflection after every day. 
What did you do? How did you 
feel? What did you hear on 
the News? 

ICT 
Go on https://code.org/learn to 

practise your coding skills. Try out 
some of the tutorials and featured 
videos on the homepage. There are 

even Minecraft themed coding 
games! 



Common Words- Mild- 
‘ch- hard c’ sound 

chaos 

ache 

choir 

echo 

anchor 

chord 

chrome 

chemical 

school 

Christmas 
 

Tricky words- Hot- ‘our’ 
sound 

armour 
colour 
endeavour 
favour 
favourite 
flavour 
glamour 
harbour 
honour 
journal 

Commonly misspelled 
words- ‘tion’-  Spicy 

 affection 

caution 

celebration 

circulation 

composition 

conservation 

conversation 

description 

direction 

examination 



 

SPELLING MENU 
 

1.  ABC Order 
 

Write all of 
your spelling 

words in 
alphabetical 
(ABC) order. 

2.  Word Parts 
 

Write your words. Then use 
a coloured pencil to divide 

the words into syllables.  
e.g.  jump ing 

       cater pill ar 

3. Other Handed 
 

Write each word 5 times, 
switching the hand you write 

it with each time. Say the 
word as you spell it.  

4. Vowel Spotlight 
 

Write your words using 
one colour for the vowels 
and another colour for the 

consonants.  
(vowels: a, e, i, o, u) 

 5. Use Technology 
 

Type out your spelling 
words on the computer. 

Try to use at least 4 
different fonts. 

 

 

6. Pyramid Words 
 

s 
s p 

s p e 
s p e l 
s p e l l 
s p e l l i 

s p e l l i n 
s p e l l i n g 

(or make them boat shaped, 
star, smiley face, etc.)  

7.”Ransom” Words 
 

“Write” your words by 
cutting letters out of a 

newspaper or magazine and 
gluing the letters on a piece 
of paper to spell your words. 

 

 

8. Rainbow Words 
 

Write your spelling words 
with coloured pencils. 

Make each letter a 
different colour. 

 

 

9. Scrambled Words 
 

Write your words. Then 
write them again with the 
letters mixed up. Can you 
unscramble them again 

the next day? 
e.g. watch - cwhta 

 

10. Silly Sentences 
 

Write 3 or more sentences 
that use all your spelling 

words. 

 

11. Prefixes and Suffixes 
 

Underline the prefixes and 
suffixes in the words you are 

learning. Make sure you 
know what they mean. 

e.g. important 
       happiness 

12. Word Search 
 

Create your own word 
search with your 

spellings. Show the 
answers to your puzzle in 

a different colour.  

 

 13. Flashcards 
 

Make and 
practice 

with 
flashcards. 
Put the word on one side 
and definition (meaning) 

on the other.  

14.  Picture & a Story 
 

Draw a picture defining 
each word.  Write a 

sentence about your picture 
using the word.  

15. Words without Vowels 
 

Write all of your words 
replacing vowels with a line. 
Go back and see if you can 

fill in the vowels.  
e.g. q--st--n = question  

16. Train Words 
 

Write the entire list 
end-to-end as one long 
word. Write each new 

word in a different colour.  
e.g.  trainback stop 

17. Write a Story, Poem or 
Song with Words 

 
Write a story using all your 
spelling words. Underline 

the words you used. 

18. Bubble Letters 
 

Write your 
spelling 

words out 
in bubble 
writing. 

19. Words Within Words 
 

Write each spelling word 
and then write at least 2 

words made from that word. 
e.g. catch -  cat, hat 

20. Picture words 
 

Draw a picture and hide 
your spelling words in the 

picture. 



 

SPELLING MENU 
21. Question/Answers 

 
Write 

questions 
with half 
of your 
spelling 
words. 

Then use the other half to 
answer the questions. 

Underline the words you 
used.  

22. Riddles  
 

Write a riddle for each of 
your words. Don’t forget to 

answer them.  
e.g. I am 

grey. I 
have a 

trunk and 
big ears.  
Answer: 

elephant. 

23. Crossword Puzzle 
 

Make a crossword puzzle 
with your spelling . Show the 

answers to your puzzle. 
 

 

24. Rhyming Words 
 

Write your spelling words 
out with a rhyming word 
next to them. Remember 
that words do not need to 

have the same spelling 
pattern to rhyme. 

e.g. men and again 

25. Homophones 
 

Can you find any 
homophones which go 

with your spelling words? 
What do they mean? 
e.g. wear and where,  

to, too and two 
their, there and they’re 

26. Writing Race 
 

Set a timer for 2 minutes. 
See how many times you 

can write each word 
perfectly during that time. 

 

27. Code Words 
 

Come up with a code for 
each letter of the alphabet 

and then write each word in 
code. 

e.g. a =  b = ♦ c =♠  

28 Word Classes 
 

Sort your spelling words 
into word classes - nouns, 

verbs, adjectives etc.  
Be careful - some words 
can be used in more than 

one category e.g. 
swimming. 

29. Synonyms 
 

Find at least 2 
synonyms for 
each of your 

spelling 
words. 

30. Antonyms 
 

Find an antonym (opposite) 
for each of your spelling 

words.  
 

 

31. Joker 
 

Write jokes containing each 
of your spelling words. 

 

32. Backwards Words 
 

Write your spelling words 
forwards and then 

backwards. Remember to 
write neatly! 

 

33. X Words 
 

Write 2 words with one 
letter in common so that 

they cross over each other. 
e.g. b 
       r 

  c h e e s e 
      a 
      d 

 

34. Acrostic Poem 
 

Write an acrostic poem for 
your spelling words. See if 
you can stick to a theme 

when writing. 
e.g. sun 

 
Sun shines brightly 

Up in the sky 
Nice and warm on my face 

 
 

35.  Scrabble 
 

In a game of Scrabble, each letter is worth a certain 
number of points. Write your words and then add the 

total of the letters. Which of your spelling words has the 
highest total value? 

 

 

 



Comic Strip



Wellbeing Craft - 
Things to Look Forward To Jar

You will need:

• glass or plastic jar

• scissors

• paintbrush

• white glue

• sticky label or strip of paper

• tissue paper or coloured paper

• pencil

• paper to record the things you are  
looking forward to

Use these craft instructions to create your own wellbeing jar. Having things to 
look forward to can make you feel happier and improve your wellbeing. Each 
time you think of something you would like to do in the future, write it on a 
piece of paper and place it inside your decorated jar. 

1 4

2 5

3 6

Instructions

Cut shapes out of the 
colourful paper or 
tissue paper.

Use the paintbrush 
to put some glue 
onto the jar.

Stick the paper shapes 
carefully onto the jar.

You can use white glue to 
paint over the top of the 
shapes on your jar and the 
label. This will give it a 
nice, shiny effect.

Once dry, your jar is ready 
to use. Write things that 
you are looking forward 
to on pieces of paper and 
place them into your 
decorated jar.

Write a label for your jar. 
You could write ‘Things 
to Look Forward To’.

Things to Look 
Forward To

Things to Look 
Forward To

Things to Look 
Forward To

Things to Look 
Forward To

visit twinkl.com

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/calm-jar-craft-instructions-activity-sheet-roi-sphe-3


Ambitious Vocabulary

agonising shadow

brambles silhouette

ear-splitting sinister

footsteps thorns

forest twisted

gloomy uncertain

haunted unknown

scream wrought iron

What Might the Setting Be Like?

abandoned, crumbling, dark, decaying, 
deserted, dilapidated, eerie, shadowy, 

sinister, stomach-turning

What Might the Characters Be Like?

brave, cautious, clammy, frightened, 
miserable, neglected, petrified, silent, 

stealthy, terrified

Sentence Starters

All of a sudden,

Before they could turn around,

Behind the wooden door,

Nervously,

Trembling with fear,

With an ear-splitting shriek,

Without a sound,

Without any notice,

Does your F64EL�story include…

a spooky title?

a descriptive setting?

character descriptions using show not tell?

a dilemma where a character is frightened or in danger?

a resolution?

an ending with a spine-chilling twist?

dialogue to move the action on?

 <FF<BA������ABJ?87:8�"E:4A<F8E &64EL Story

visit twinkl.com



I was still me but I wasn’t 
quite myself…

“Oh, what have you done?” 
yelled the Professor as we ran 

for our lives…

I dug quickly and then my 
shovel hit something hard…

It touched my hand, sending 
shivers down my back…

twinkl.com.au

twinkl.com.au

twinkl.com.au

twinkl.com.au



We pushed open the door…

I knew space was big but this 
was incredible…

“Trust me,” she said…

It wasn’t fun but it had to be 
done…

twinkl.com.au

twinkl.com.au

twinkl.com.au

twinkl.com.au
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As the clues appear, use the 
information to narrow the 

possibilities to a smaller set.  After 
each clue, use estimation again to 
determine which of the remaining 
answers is the most reasonable. 

How many cars are there in all?

Write down your first estimate.  
After each clue, you’ll see if your 

estimate is still a possibility.  After 
each clue, if it is no longer possible 
write down a new estimate – and 
be prepared to explain why you 

chose it. 

www.stevewyborney.comSteve Wyborney

http://www.stevewyborney.com/


Clue #1

Clue #2

Clue #3

Clue #4

Clue #5

Clue #1
The answer is an even number that is 

less than 61.

Clue #2
The answer is a multiple of 3.

Clue #3
The answer is not a multiple of 5.

Clue #4
Cross out any number with a digit that 
matches the number of cars that are 

flying above the cup.

Clue #5
Cross out any numbers that include the 

digit represented by the die.

www.stevewyborney.comSteve Wyborney
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48 cars
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